Virtual Executive
Briefing Center

We focus on
logistics, you focus
on your business.
Our goal with the Virtual Executive Briefing
Center (EBC) program is to maintain the
same in-person experience that you would
have in an onsite briefing with us. We stand
ready at all times to help with any request
that may be top of mind. That way, you
can focus on what matters most—your
business, and the business at hand.

Explore what’s best for you
The Virtual EBC serves all of our valued customers and partners.

We create personalized briefings and explore the technologies best
suited to your unique needs—together. Choose from a variety of
session types, including:
•

IT strategy briefings

•

Industry solutions briefings

•

Facilitated business-strategy workshops

•

Senior executive and peer-to-peer roundtables and discussions

Our sessions focus on delivering value-driven outcomes for you
by establishing a shared understanding of your challenges and

how Micro Focus can help. Through relationships you build with our
industry and technology experts, you gain the strategic insight you

need to run and transform your business with speed and innovation.

Designed for you

A dedicated briefing team

We custom design each Virtual EBC briefing experience so it

Successful events require input and commitment on multiple

specifically aligns to your goals and project requirements.

When you join a Virtual EBC meeting, you quickly see how Micro
Focus makes it easy to meet face-to-face with Micro Focus
subject matter experts, company leaders, and technology

innovators. A Virtual EBC can accommodate large and small
groups with the latest audio/visual technologies.

levels. Your dedicated briefing team knows how to deliver a highquality, high-value experience—proven by the positive reviews
we get from our guests. We ensure your briefing is meaningful
and productive.

Micro Focus—
Powering Digital Transformation
At Micro Focus we help you run and transform your business.

Driven by customer-centric innovation, our software provides the
critical tools you need to build, operate, secure, and analyze the

enterprise. By design, these tools bridge the gap between existing
and emerging technologies—which means you can innovate
faster, with less risk, in the race to digital transformation.

Enterprise
DevOps

Hybrid IT
Management

Reliably scale DevOps across

Simplify hybrid IT

mainframe to cloud—quickly

into an agile, services-

all your environments, from

bringing innovative ideas to life at

the pace your business demands.

complexity and transform
driven organization.

Security, Risk &
Governance

Predictive
Analytics

approach to securing what

data into accurate, actionable,

Take a holistic, analytics-driven
matters most—identities,
applications, and data.

Transform unlimited volumes of
automated insights—at the
speed of your business.

Micro Focus helps you innovate faster, with less risk,
in the race to digital transformation.
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